
HANOI

Hanoi is where classic elegance meets artisan craftsmanship. 
With its glossy finish and textured surface, each tile boasts a 
handcrafted feel, adding a touch of warmth and character to 
any space. The high color variation from piece to piece creates 
a truly unique and dynamic installation. Available in 4″x4″ and 
2.5″x8″ options, the Hanoi series also offers the exquisite Arco 
Deco, featuring a distinctive relief that adds a stunning visual 
element. Elevate your design with the timeless allure of Hanoi. 



Black Ash

White Body Porcelain | V4

The sophisticated black ash color, exudes 
contemporary elegance. Its sleek design and 
rich hue add a touch of refinement to any 
space. Crafted with attention to detail, this tile 
seamlessly combines style with durability, 
making it a versatile choice for modern 
interiors.

2.5x8          WCX30031

2.5x8 Deco     WCX30040

4x4         WCX30011

4x4 Deco WCX30022



Blue Night

White Body Porcelain | V4

This stunning hue evokes a sense of tranquility 
and sophistication, creating a striking focal 
point in any room. With its sleek design and 
high-quality craftsmanship, this tile effortlessly 
blends modern style with timeless elegance. 
Elevate your space with the rich depth and 
allure of Blue Night.

2.5x8          WCX30032

2.5x8 Deco     WCX30041

4x4         WCX30012

4x4 Deco WCX30023



Celadon

White Body Porcelain | V4

Inspired by the soft hues of celadon pottery, 
this tile brings a sense of calm and 
sophistication to any space. Its subtle yet 
distinctive shade adds a touch of understated 
elegance, perfect for creating a peaceful 
ambiance in both contemporary and 
traditional interiors. Elevate your design with 
the timeless beauty of Celadon.

2.5x8          WCX30033

2.5x8 Deco     WCX30042

4x4         WCX30013

4x4 Deco WCX30024



Wild Olive

White Body Porcelain | V4

This captivating hue infuses spaces with 
warmth and character, offering a unique twist 
to traditional design schemes. With its rich 
and earthy tones, the Wild Olive tile adds a 
touch of natural beauty and sophistication to 
any setting. Elevate your interior with the 
distinct charm of Wild Olive.

2.5x8          WCX30034

2.5x8 Deco     WCX30062

4x4         WCX30014

4x4 Deco WCX30025



White

White Body Porcelain | V4

Radiating purity and simplicity, this classic hue 
adds a sense of spaciousness and brightness 
to any room. The clean and crisp appearance 
of the White tile effortlessly enhances 
contemporary and minimalist design 
aesthetics, creating a fresh and inviting 
atmosphere. Elevate your space with the 
pristine elegance of White.

2.5x8          WCX30030

2.5x8 Deco     WCX30039

4x4         WCX30010

4x4 Deco WCX30021



HANOI

- White Body Porcelain 50 5.38 120

Product Info

- - Yes Yes

Tech & Usage Info

*Ask your LTD sales rep for information on additional
sizes and trim that may be available by special order.
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